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NEW STORIES COMING SOON...

Game of Masks, by David Bishop
Anticipated Release in the Fall of 2019
A single lady employed as an administrative assistant in the Washington, D.C. City
Hall comes home. Her routine is to use Friday nights to relax and unwind. But this
week is different. In her refrigerator, balanced on top her open bottle of wine, she
finds an envelop containing an invitation to a mystery dinner. She will be one of
five contestants. Each are strangers to the others. Each will wear a mask. The
winner will receive their choice of $50,000 or a free murder, including an ironclad
alibi for the winner. She has a secret wish to see someone dead. She also wants
the money to use as a down payment to buy her first home. She attends,
competes, and for her nothing will ever be the same.

Ladies Lunch Club Murders, by David Bishop
Anticipated Release in the Winter of 2019
Some of the fourteen retired ladies who regularly meet once a week for lunch, are
being murdered. A rumor grows that a serial killer, for some unknown reason, has
selected the ladies in the Florida Retirement Community Lunch Club as his pool of
victims. Politics, profits, misplaced affections, and old grudges complicate the
investigation. At each of the murder scenes, the police find the item recognized
on that date each year. The first murder occurs on January 3rd which is National
Fruitcake Toss Day. Do these items link to the manner of murder, to a secret
about each victim, or do they connect somehow to the identity of the killer?

FREE | Who Murdered Garson Talmadge, a

Matt Kile Mystery, by David Bishop
Matt Kile, ex-cop and ex-con, current smart-aleck,
and a neighbor of Mr. and Mrs. Talmadge has built
himself a comfortable career writing mysteries.
Garson Talmadge sold weapons to Saddam Hussein,
then moved out of France, came to America and
married Clarice, a woman half his age. When Clarice is arrested for murdering her
husband, Matt becomes the investigator for her defense attorney, and quickly
learns there is a line of suspects stretching from the U.S. into Europe and the

Middle East.

DOWNLOAD FREE FROM ANY OF THESE SITES:
Amazon

Apple

Kobo

Barnes & Noble

.99 e-book | The Beholder,

a Maddie Richards
Mystery, by David Bishop
Available in e-book, print, and
audiobook
Maddie Richards is an efficient
and resourceful detective with
a secret wish that she could
handle her messy personal life
as well as she handles her work
life. As a homicide sergeant for
the Phoenix, Arizona Police
Department, she has one of the
highest solve rates in America.
Her success leads her chief of
police to assign her a serial
killer case. Some sicko the
press calls the Beholder is
killing beautiful women. Her
chief describes the case as “a
career maker or breaker, get me?”

Purchase Now on Amazon

$3.99 | Yard Goat, by Ray Flynt
Joel Driscoll, a buddy of Brad Frame
since middle school, draws him into
the hunt for a missing person. Against
the backdrop of a nation reeling from
the 9/11 attacks, Brad’s quest finds
marital infidelity, a tangled web of

Pre-release special at .99 cents |

Banker's Hours, by Mike Faricy,
one of today's most successful
writers of humorous dark comedy
mysteries. Order TODAY for delivery
into your Kindle on May 10th, the
official release date.

betrayal from a business rival, and a

Anthony DiMento, more commonly

murder in which the prime suspect has

known as Beau, has a problem. A

been framed. This case puts Brad and

$250,000 problem! Seems in an effort

his young career to the test, pushing

to keep the DiMento bar open he

the limits as he butts heads with the

borrowed money from the owner of

police.

Cheater's strip club, Declan
Osborne. Now the payment is due and

Purchase Now on Amazon

Beau doesn't have the money. But
Beau does have a plan . . . kind of,
maybe, sort of. A plan that at least
seemed logical at the time. Just rob a
bank.
Pre-Order Now on Amazon

The highly-rated Linda Darby Series by
David Bishop
5,000 reader
reviews
Four Linda Darby
Novels
Available in ebook, print, and
audiobook
Buy all four as a
series-set or the
books individually

Purchase Now on Amazon
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